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» CLEAN ENERGY

WITH PREDICTABLE AND
FAIL-SAFE RETURNS

»

The Principle
THE GENERATION OF POWER FROM
WOOD IS BASED ON A TRADITIONAL
PROCESS THAT WAS REDISCOVERED
SEVERAL YEARS AGO AND FURTHER
DEVELOPED BY US WITH A LOT OF
HEART AND COMMITMENT.

WOOD CHIPPINGS
STORAGE

DRYING AND
SCREENING SYSTEM

STORAGE
CONTAINER

GASIFICATION UNIT

FILTER

HEAT RECOVERY

COMBINED HEAT AND POWER UNIT
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In times of withdrawal from nuclear power and the
fundamental changes in energy policies, we need
alternative, environmentally friendly and affordable
sources of energy. The technology used to generate
power from wood increases wood’s energy value many
times over compared to conventional combustion,
significantly enhancing the value of this domestic,
available and renewable resource.
The right balance of wind power, solar energy, hydropower and biomass is the key to a good and sustainable future. Wood plays a leading role here.
Energy that we make available. As a leading company
in the sector, Holzenergie Wegscheid sketches new
approaches on the drawing board and its meticulous
implementation helps ensure satisfied customers,
amazed investors and astonished ecologists.
Whether used by local authorities in public swimming
pools and heating power grids, construction and
brewing operations, dairies or the butchery trade (cooling energy from heat), hotels and spas or big industry
and local commerce, our systems meet customers’
specific needs and guarantee modern, affordable
energy production.

CHIPPINGS

Our cooperation with the
MANNHEIM INSURANCE
COMPANY
Power and heat with no interruption.
We guarantee it.
A service commitment that gives our customers
a sense of security is something we reinforce in
cooperation with the Mannheim insurance company.
Whether it’s a machinery breakdown or loss of production – your annual output and associated revenues are guaranteed. There is no risk involved for the
investor. Why do we provide this service? The answer
is simple. Because our systems work.

32 %

» ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
FOR YEARS OF USE WITH
NO INTERRUPTIONS

»

OUR SYSTEMS
Our systems are as diverse as our customers. They
have only one thing in common: top quality.
All our systems are fully automatic. The drying module
is simply fed with a loader or crane and the ash container must be emptied.
The small, separated fragments of wood can be sold as
wood chippings or used in your own wood-chip heating
system for medium and/or peak-load coverage.

OUR 65 KW SYSTEM
The newly developed 65 kW compact system is ideal for
businesses with medium energy demands such as hotels
with spa facilities, breweries, dairies, the butchery trade
and other commercial operations.
On request it can be fully supplied in a standard container
and operated continuously. This eliminates the cost of
installation and the application site remains completely
flexible.
gasifier

patented filter system

gas cooler

combined heat and power unit

» TECHNOLOGY

»

THAT PAYS OFF.
GUARANTEED.

THE FUEL
Our wood power generation systems are fed with G50
to G70 wood chips, preferably from softwood (spruce,
fir and pine) or hardwood (beech and birch). Our systems require no other auxiliary fuels.

DRYING
The best energy yield is supplied by wood chips with
residual moisture of less than ten percent. We offer
our customers two types of dryers:
» 30m³ system with lateral discharge
» Passable drying boxes, also suitable for third-party
drying and contract drying

THE SCREENING PLANT
Wood chips must be as homogeneous as possible
in terms of their size. Our optional screening plant
separates out fines, as these hinder the process. This
by-product can be used to feed a conventional woodchip heating system or can be sold.

THE STORAGE CONTAINER
Systems from Holzenergie Wegscheid produce
power and heat continuously. Far more than 8,000
hours a year of continuous operation. Storage containers in the respectively required sizes provide a
regular supply.

THE GASIFIER
Designed for environmental protection and utmost
reliability. Our gasifier helps us generate virtually tarfree gas, ensuring an absolutely stable and continuous
operation of the system.

THE GASIFIER
PYROLYSIS

AIR

REDUCTION

THE FILTER

HEAT RECOVERY
Efficiency across the board. The heat recovered from
the gas cooling is fed into the heating circuit. Systems
from Holzenergie Wegscheid make use of the radiant
heat in the gasifier room as intake air for the drying
process.
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THE CHP PLANT
Continuous further development. Our systems have a
particularly high load capacity in continuous use.
The reliable, robust loading, an innovative filter system
and the high-quality brand motor guarantee roundthe-clock operation. Day after day. Month after month.
Year after year.

WOOD GAS

» HIGH-QUALITY
COMPONENTS
DEVELOPED
IN-HOUSE

»

The patent-pending filter facilitates dry cleaning of
the gas, leaving nothing but ashes, which in turn can
be used as fertiliser or sold as a commercial product.

» AS SECURE AS A FIXED
»

DEPOSIT. ONLY FAR
MORE PROFITABLE.

HEAT RETURNS
CONSUMPTION AND USAGE
120 kW PROTOTYPE
» Annual operation

8.200 h

» Consumption of wood chippings

5.430 m³

» Power output 120 kWh
(432 MJ)

=

984.000 kWh/p.a
(3.542.400 MJ/p.a)

» Heat output 230 kWh
(828 MJ)

=

1.886.000 kWh/p.a
(6.789.600 MJ/p.a)

The rate of return varies by region and averages from
four to ten euro cents per kWh. Our reference system
in the company went into operation in 2009, boasting
8,200 operating hours per year and verifiable
revenues.
Our first 65 kW system had been operating in Kasberg
since 2013. It provides electrical and thermal energy,
reliably and with high returns.

OUR FULL SERVICE
CONSUMPTION AND USAGE
65 kW SYSTEM
» Annual operation

8.200 h

» Consumption of wood chippings

2.900 m³

» Power output 65 kWh
(234 MJ)

=

533.000 kWh/p.a
(1.918.800 MJ/p.a)

» Heat output 110 kWh
(396 MJ)

=

902.000 kWh/p.a
(3.247.200 MJ/p.a)

We do what others promise! Only quality endures.
A credo we have lived by for years. Innovation and
absolute customer focus are the central pillars of our
corporate philosophy. Our systems’ reliability and high
efficiency are based on in-depth knowledge, dedicated
work and continuous development.
We supply our customers with wood gasification systems that soon pay for themselves. They are precisely
sized and meet individual needs. Reconciling economic and ecological requirements in a symbiosis of
returns and sustainability. That is our goal.
From planning and commissioning to inspection,
maintenance and remote maintenance, through to
consulting on further investments in a successful
future, we would be pleased to be here for you with
advice and support.

GENERAL USAGE OPTIONS
» Process heat
» Heating energy
» Drying of biomass
» Generation of adsorption cooling

YOUR BENEFITS
High energy yield
Systems from Holzenergie Wegscheid deliver outstanding energy yields.

»

CO2-neutral energy production
The CO2 emissions are climate-neutral because they stay in the cycle of nature and are consumed by
regrowing wood.

»

High availability
With innovative plant technology, we guarantee our customers an annual availability of over 8000 hours.
This has been verified many times based on feed-in calculations.

»

Insurance
Thanks to the cooperation with our insurance company, our systems are fully insured against
breakdown, failure and loss. That means security for the investor.

»

Exhaust gas purification with catalytic converter
The exhaust gas from the CHP plant is clean. The exhaust stream flows through a catalytic converter,
thus filtering out harmful substances.

»

Short distances: fuel from our forests
The good raw materials are right on our doorstep. Our systems are operated with G50 to G70 wood chips.
The wood chips are sourced from local forests or from waste wood generated by regional operations.

»

Continuous operation
Our systems can be shown to operate continuously. Around the clock. Simple and automated.

» OUR PLANT IN WEGSCHEID
HAS BEEN RUNNING
CONTINUOUSLY SINCE
2009. AN ATTESTATION
OF THE FUTURE OF
WOOD GASIFICATION.

»

»

OUR
REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Private investors, public institutions, large and small
municipalities, and manufacturing companies. Since
the company was founded in 2008 Holzenergie Wegscheid has designed, built and installed several dozen
combined heat and power plants. Our customers like
to talk about how and in what ways they benefit.

WEGSCHEID/GERMANY
The prototype of our wood gasification system was
developed in 2008, built in 2009 and installed at our
company site in Wegscheid. The system produces
125 kW of electrical power and 230 kW of thermal
power. The electricity is fed into the grid – as is the
case for all our systems – and the thermal energy is
then sold to three neighbouring establishments as
process and heating energy.

ASCHAFFENBURG/GERMANY
In 2010, Holzenergie Wegscheid built a system for a
manufacturer of wood for fireplaces in Aschaffenburg.
It is used for drying cord firewood. Within four days the
wood dries in specially provided boxes – a process that
would take a whole year in the open. Not only is it faster
and more effective to dry using our system, but it also
prevents mould from growing on the wood.

BAMBERG/GERMANY
Bamberg’s municipal utility uses our wood power
generation system to heat the adventure waterpark
Bambados in Bamberg. The exclusively heat-controlled
system has operated reliably since 2011.

BAYREUTH/GERMANY
A wood power system generating 125 kW of electric power has recently been installed in Bayreuth, where the
thermal energy generated is used for drying wood chips.

FREUDENSTADT/GERMANY

GRAFENAU/GERMANY

Healthy spa enjoyment is ensured by our environmentally friendly wood power generation system.

The highly efficient commercial operation relies on the
energy supplied by our system.

require a high degree of reliability, something
Holzenergie Wegscheid has been able to demonstrate for several years on various systems. And their plants are the only ones that
run smoothly and are even insured against
machinery breakdown and failure.

»

MUDAU/GERMANY
The firewood producer and forest manager use the
thermal energy generated by our system to increase
the firewood’s throughput and quality.

» Sophisticated technology, environmental compatibility and maximum economic efficiency.
And with guaranteed revenues to boot. That
means no risk. The all-round performance of
Holzenergie Wegscheid is impressive.

»

» For our hotel with a natural spa retreat, we

KELHEIM/GERMANY
Reliable energy for a retirement home as well as the
residential buildings and commercial establishments.

» Our decision to go with the wood power

generation system was spot on. We are
independent of high energy prices, can
ensure our own CO2-neutral energy supply
and have a sustainably positive effect on
the environment and the local economy.

»

PENZLIN/GERMANY
An entire city neighbourhood benefits from the
eco-friendly and cost-effective heat generated by
a Holzenergie-Wegscheid system.

MILTENBERG/GERMANY
The farmer and forester use the thermal energy from
our reliable wood power generation system for ideal
processing and drying of firewood/wood chips.

REGGELLO/ITALY
In August 2012, Holzenergie Wegscheid put its first
wood power generation system in Italy into operation; the heat that it generates is used for drying sawn
wood.

MULAZZO/ITALY

SONDRIO/ITALY

We installed a double system in Mulazzo, Italy, in
March 2013. The heat that it produces is fed into the
local supply network, where it heats a school, the town
hall, a swimming pool and sports facilities, among
others.

The largest system that we have built thus far is a
six-module system which a sawmill uses to recycle
waste wood and produce thermal energy.

SAMPEYRE/ITALY

ESCHOLZMATT/SWITZERLAND

At the beginning of 2014 in Sampeyre, Italy, a 125 kW
system was put into operation. The customer, a manufacturer of salami sausage, wants to transform the
generated heat into cooling energy.

Our first Swiss system heats an extensive heating
network as a base load plant.
We complied with the strict Swiss standards.

MÜHLBACH/SOUTH TYROL

CRONMELI/SLOVENIA

Our wood gas system for a laminated timber manufacturer
in Mühlbach South Tyrol was connected to the grid in 2013.
What makes it special: Instead of wood chips, the system is
fueled with wood briquettes. This solution called for extensive preliminary research and tests.

In October 2013, a double system generating 250 kW
of electrical power was put into operation at the
Slovenian site of Cronmeli. Our customer owns a sawmill and uses the thermal energy produced for drying
sawn wood.

» Our wood gasification system operates cont-

inuously – day after day, year after year. It is
reliable, low maintenance and has become an
inseparable part of our production process.

»

